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ABSTRACT

Studies in occupational therapy on the strategies which people with psychiatric disability and their households use to navigate the daily struggle for survival in the context of chronic poverty are rare. This qualitative study, published in two parts, identified multiple layers of occupation-based development practice. Therapists concerned with mental health promotion, psychosocial coping and the care of a mentally ill family member will guide occupational therapists concerned with mental health promotion, psychosocial rehabilitation and occupation-based development practice.
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Introduction

This article reports on a sub-study done as part of an ongoing, longitudinal mixed method research project that is investigating the relationship between chronic poverty, disability and occupation (PDO). Part 1 described the background to the PDO study and the direct (financial) and indirect (socioeconomic) costs associated with psychiatric disability which five chronically poor households living in peri-urban informal settlements in Cape Town, South Africa experienced over a three year research period. The consequences of the identified costs included compromised productivity amongst household members and the sporadic erosion of financial and relational assets linked to the fluctuating mental health of a household member. Part 2 builds on Part 1 by describing the coping strategies used by the members of the study households during the same research period.

Rationale

Coping strategies are defined as a set of actions that aim to manage the costs of an event or process that threatens the welfare of some or all of the household members. Poor households and individuals adjust the mix of coping strategies required to offset the costs of ill health, their actions being determined by emerging circumstances and the changing context in which they live. The set of actions people use to cope with their circumstances influences their occupations, defined as engagement or participation in a recognisable life endeavour ie. the ordinary and extraordinary things that people do every day, occupation is a function and outcome of the opportunities and choices available to people in their lived environments. Deeper understanding of the strategies which chronically poor households use to cope with their circumstances including caring for a mentally ill member will guide occupational therapists concerned with mental health promotion, psychosocial rehabilitation and occupation-based development practice.

Literature review

Poverty, coping and mental illness

Although there are many different forms of poverty, absolute poverty highlights the extent of material deprivation which the poor have to face and why the additional cost burden of illness and disability may exacerbate or even entrench their poverty. Absolute poverty refers to subsistence below minimum socially acceptable living conditions and requirements for physical well being (amount of calories needed to stay alive) based on international criteria of $2 a day at local purchasing power parity per adult and adult equivalent (two children under age 15 years). When the PDO study commenced in 2004, the poverty line in South Africa fell between R322 (lower-bound poverty line) and R593 (upper-bound poverty line) per month per person in 2000 prices. Approximately 18 million South Africans (45% of the population) were living on less than $2 a day (about R16) with households using a range of microfinance strategies to manage their limited resources. While having paid work is a buffer against poverty, earning a low wage doesn’t guarantee a way out of destitution. Almost one-fifth (some 1.4 million) of unskilled formal sector workers in South Africa earned less than R1000 ($126) in the mid-2000’s. By 2008 about half of the workforce was in badly paid casual and temporary jobs. The average unemployment rate for middle income countries is in the 5-10 percent range; in South Africa it is about 25 percent. Add workers who have given up looking for jobs, and the actual rate rises to 35 percent. South Africa has an emerging unemployed underclass which are so deprived and disadvantaged that they are unlikely ever to break out of the poverty trap. While the “rewards of South Africa’s modest economic growth are being cornered in small sections of society, punishing costs are being imposed on the poor” which entrench their vulnerability to absolute poverty.

Although the “dollar-a-day” view on absolute poverty focuses attention on how little money people survive on, it only highlights one facet of what it means to be poor. Living in poverty requires unrelenting vigilance in cashflow management to cope with highly irregular and unpredictable income patterns. Poor households also have to cope with the risks of living in less healthy neighborhoods with weaker security, face income volatility tied to the swings of local supply and demand and deal with emergencies such as health crises that can derail families with little reserve. Research into poverty and common mental disorders in developing countries confirms an association between poor housing, overcrowding, job or income insecurity and the incidence of common mental disorders such as anxiety and depression. Poverty increases the vulnerability of households to mental distress while mental ill health increases the risk of households remaining trapped in poverty. Social grants, designed to assist people who cannot fend for themselves due to age or disability, separate millions of South Africans from...
Inclusive social capital serves as a bridge to wider social networks. It links people to more distant acquaintances who move in different circles, generates broader social identities and wider reciprocity and is useful for “getting ahead”; climbing the social ladder as it were.

Social capital in Cape Town urban areas include church organisations (54%), funeral associations (58%), stokvel (credit scheme) (1%), groceries groups (7%) and community credit associations (3%). Despite this network of social support, 6% of people in urban Cape Town reported having no-one to turn to in times of need and 10% had received no gifts of food or money in the preceding month. What this suggests is that the relational economy may not be as robust for some households as is presumed to be the case. The burden of care placed on households by psychiatric and other forms of disability is likely to exacerbate the volatility of the relational economy. Moseotesa points out that “while the household does provide refuge for those who want to hide their poverty and disease, not everyone has the advantage of belonging to a household that ‘works’ for all its members.”

Part 1 of this article revealed the socioeconomic costs of psychiatric disability to households participating in the PDO study. It argued that while the relational economy amongst some African poor is presumed to be guided by cultural meaning systems and values such as ‘ubuntu’, solidarity, reciprocity and altruism, in reality intra and inter-household relations are strained and conflictual due, in part, to unequal gender and inter-generational power relations. ‘Ubuntu’ conveys the idea that ‘a person is a person because of other people’ and is believed to be the cohesive element within African communities where people share resources, time and energy to cope with their circumstances. Despite the normative value of ubuntu, people do not always co-operate for the benefit of all including the disabled member and may seek spiritual assistance to address interpersonal conflicts. Amagqira (traditional diviners) are considered the spiritual custodians of ubuntu. They are consulted to provide answers to troubling questions such as the causes of and cures for adversity including mental illness and their powers are invoked to resolve perceived injustice, jealousy or other precipitants of disharmony. In short, poor households use a range of strategies to manage the pursuit of precarious and survivalist livelihoods and in so doing, become relational sites of both stability and conflict. The next section reports on the findings of a sub-study within the PDO study that investigated the strategies used by chronically poor households to cope with the cost burden of psychiatric disability.

Research design

The research design of the PDO study as described in Part 1 applies here. In summary, entry into the research context was facilitated through community based organisations offering services to people with disabilities. Case study methodology was used to achieve the research aim which was to describe how chronically poor households and in particular their disabled member(s), expend their time, energy, interests and skills in meeting their needs and aspirations through the ordinary things they do every day. Five experimental case study households were purposively sampled using a vulnerability scale. Data were gathered through semi-structured interviews. Cross case data analysis was used to describe the operations (costs and coping strategies) associated with the burden of psychiatric disability in the context of chronic poverty. Based on one of the PDO study objectives, the following research question is addressed in Part 2: how do poor households living in peri-urban informal settlements cope with the costs of psychiatric disability?

Data analysis and interpretation

Deductive data analysis identified codes that pertained to objective and subjective actions taken by informants to cope with the costs of psychiatric disability. ‘Doing’ codes were defined as instances where participants described objective, embodied actions unfolding through time that were directly aimed at addressing the costs of an event or process that threatened the welfare of some or all of the
Extrinsic coping strategies

Caring involved instances where "investment in social relations with an expected return" was reported. Caring served two purposes: a form of income and a means of maintaining social capital. Four of the five households secured an additional income from the child support grant. Children were taken in for care due to overcrowding in their natal dwelling, death of the parent or no one at home during the day to look after the child. In one household, two profoundly intellectually and physically disabled children were taken in for permanent care. The psychiatrically disabled member was charged with the responsibility of looking after these children when other members of the household were elsewhere engaged. Gendered and highly fluid decisions were made in households about who took on care giving roles and who managed the grant. There were double edged spin-offs to caring strategies. For example, a girl child (aged 9) was taken out of school to do menial household tasks and to care for a new born baby so that the adult member (the psychiatrically disabled person) could secure some income from informal trading. "... there are two children that I care for and gain income through caring ... for my grandchild I get R200 and for my tenant's child I get R150 as he attends preschool" [P1]; "... I was given this child by my family because I cannot wash my clothes anymore so she is doing that for me... she does the shopping too and I am educating her, I am responsible for her ..." [P5]; "... she is getting grant for the children. With the money she just buy small groceries and takes the remaining one to her boyfriend who is always abusive ... if she is beaten up by her boyfriend she comes here and takes all that anger to the children and beats them up ... we (sisters) have to look after them but do not get the money for them ..." [P3]; "... my role is like that of the mother ... like last month my little sister was raped by my other sister's boyfriend ... I have to run around to take care of everything" (finding money for transport to get sister to the clinic, reporting incident to police, paying someone to drive around the community to find the perpetrator) [P3].

Borrowing and lending involved asking for or extending loans in cash or kind from and to people who belonged to the relational economy of the particular household. As a coping strategy to deal with the costs of psychiatric disability, borrowing occurred in a tenuous interpersonal space of trust and mistrust. "... if he get sick I have to run around and borrow money ..." [P4]; "... if we do not have maize my mother would send us to borrow from other homes. She usually say that 'a person is a person by others' so that you can borrow something from other homes as well like they borrow from you ... if maybe we don't do this we will see suffering ..." [P3]; "... always look up for someone else ... don't fold your hand for that person ... if someone wants something from you and you have it, you must give it to him so that you too can live life ..." [P2]; "... I go to my brothers ... they give me whatever I'm short of ..." [P1].

Bargaining emerged as a strategy for acquiring marketable goods with which to keep small informal businesses afloat or to acquire material goods for subsistence. One participant said begging for old clothes to sell did not work; it was better to barter by offering people something in exchange, such as Tupperware or ornaments. One household made use of begging in times of dire need; bargaining with potential donors for discarded food or clothing. "... even for me to get something to wear or eat I go around asking for second hands clothes or food ... we do not buy clothes from shops ..." [P3]; "... she taught me how to barter... how to use my disability grant to buy the Tupperwares and to exchange that for second hand clothes ..." [P5]; "...she (disabled person) does not borrow money, she just goes around looking for scraps (left over food, discarded fruit or vegetables) from neighbours and in the market place to feed her family ..." [P4].

Pursuing describes the relentless effort put into following up leads for potential sources of income and ways of bypassing regulatory structures to avoid paying fees for public services such as train fares. "... even tomorrow I will wake up for hunting ... I hunt and hunt with my foot unless there is someone who will feel for me and give me RS for a bus ... Sometimes I get a job, sometimes I don't and then I come back home with nothing ..." [P3]; "... I came across this guy I explained my situation to him that the doctor refused my grant he then understood after much explaining and then he considered employing me ..." [P1]; "... I woke up very early and go to the farms in Paarl and stay there to save transport money ...we targeted times when we thought there would be no securities and ticket officers at the train stations so we do not have to pay ..." [P4].

Saving consisted of strategies to stretch the Rand such as bulk buying schemes; being on the lookout for shop specials (people would spend substantial amounts of time walking from retailer to retailer hunting for bargains and comparing prices in order to save a few Rand); joining an informal saving association (called a stokvel) and being judicious in the use of goods. "... I save in the stokvel banking ... maybe when my grant stops we have something ..." [P1]; "... so I want her to do business like me so
she can make a living … she must learn to buy in bulk … 10 kilograms not 2 kilos, 20 litres paraffin, not buy small things …” [P3]; “… we walk the twenty kilometres to Mitchells Plein to hunt for clothes, that way we save money.” [P5].

Preserving was a strategy to turn discarded objects into functional ones or finding ways to make production last for longer periods of time. Aimed at decoration, this strategy was linked to a number of household occupations where members adapted the functions of objects to increase utility or made other innovative cost saving environmental adaptations. For example, one research participant, in an effort to save money to pay off a debt incurred by breaking things during a psychotic episode, plastered his room with newspaper and flour glue instead of buying paint. He was also adept at preserving social relations that would pave the way for getting casual jobs through friends.

“… the household has no furniture but we use crates for chairs and a makeshift trolley as a cart to fetch wood …” [P3]; “… the patch of tilled ground has a small garden producing spinach and pumpkin. She sometimes bottles produce that can be preserved.” [P1]; “… not just anyone gets a job there … it depends on who you are, who you know, who you live with … I got the piece job because those people know me very well … I have a history with them … when I get there I do not just start working … you must first greet … first check it out.” [P1]; “… as a person you must be able to do anything by yourself … like this trouser I am wearing, if I see it needs to be sewed I do that myself so I can still wear it to save money.” [P2].

Labouring involved sustained physical effort in securing an income through informal, home based trade such as selling soap, sugar, sweets, cakes, cooked meat and clothes. In a context where almost everyone is unemployed, the disabled person’s efforts to labour and trade were indispensable to the livelihood of the household. Disabled participants in this study did not perceive themselves more or less fragile than other people when it came to accepting their ability to labour.

“… we are doing this hard labour together. We take ownership of the task … we take these collections to the scrapyard to sell them there and that is how we make money to get something to eat.” [P3]; “… I get injections (anti-psychotic medication) but if I forget my date, I will get terrible headaches, sometimes I even forget my clinic card but they still give me my injection and then I am ready to go and trade my second hand clothes.” [P5]; “… I spend my day visiting friends, but they are not ill … we enjoy ourselves listening to music and chat. They have a stand so I keep myself busy there by packing potatoes … I want to keep my day going because I do not want to sit around and do nothing.” [P1]; “… I do piecework on the farms … I sometimes labour during specific seasons; maybe I get work 5 months of the year.” [P4].

Networking involved building and maintaining an informal relational economy that supported the exchange of cash and kind. The network extended outwards from the immediate household members to distant relatives, neighbours, friends, co-religionists, and to shop owners and social groups such as burial societies and saving schemes.

“… I teach my children to take a collective decision about everything that happens around here … one has to look for this and the other for that … each and everyone of us finds something to do as a contribution to whatever needs to happen.” [P3]; “… we are friends because we sell clothes together … she sells for me and I sell for her … if one is busy or has a problem, the other one will sell for another one.” [P5]; “… we buy the cutlery and Tupperwares at low prices at discount at a shop where we are regular customers. In December we get presents from that shop for being good customers. I store my stock with the Rasta, he is my homey.” [P5].

Intrinsic coping stances

Pre-emptive stances were adopted in anticipation of events so that productivity was preserved. Pre-emptive stance ensured proactive management of anticipated or imminent set backs related to health, social events and household dynamics. Participants were ‘forward thinking’ and made contingency plans in terms of their fluctuating health and finances. They were able to anticipate potential consequences of a health relapse and set mechanisms in place to pre-empt possible adverse outcomes.

“… when I return from hard work collecting cardboards, I can have an attack and I try to stay calm so that I do not become ill when I have to work again … I just sleep the whole time because I know I am about to get ill … that way is an indication I am about to get ill and they leave me to heal.” [P3]; “… when winter rains come I request leave … I become jealous of uMulungu (white person) because we all stand in the rain as his workers and he sits inside his car and never gets wet like his workers and that angers me … so to avoid that anger so I do not get ill again I’d rather be off work … anyway I do have the grant so it’s not like there is much loss when I take time off during winter.” [P1]; “… when I am slowly becoming ill at work my indication is when I frequently quarrel with my colleagues … I sometimes want to hit them and when they see that they remind me to take my medication because they know that calms me down.” [P1]; “… my so called seasonal work is affected because I have to leave suddenly to care for him so I choose to work sessions to be more flexible.” [P4].

An opportunistic stance demonstrated cunning in reading and interpreting situations or events as potentially income generating. It involved scanning the environment for objects, opportunities and materials that could be exploited for financial or relational gain and recognising when a bargain was to be had (even if obtained illegally).

“… sometimes I go hunting and I come across someone cutting his garden trees. I would go in but first ask for coffee and at that time she went in to make coffee; I would continue cutting that tree and if she is satisfied with my job she gives me R20 … so that is brilliantity … to me that is the technique I use to get something on hand.” [P3]; “… even as I walk around and come across materials that we can collect, maybe iron, wood or cardboard I pick it up and pack them here until there is enough to sell and make money.” [P4]; “… I look for bargains and sales.” [P2]; “… I buy that microwave for the business cheap from the thieves.” [P1].

A trade-off stance was adopted when ‘playing to the audience for gain’ was indicated; doing a favour or helping someone to bank goodwill in anticipation of trading in on it at a later stage or when bartering was required in order to secure material goods. ‘Trade off’ attitudes were sometimes viewed as manipulative, exploitative or immoral means of coping.

“… she uses her disability … she agrees with her sickness … that is the only thing that she is good at … to ‘eat en sit’ (to exploit) so she can get what she wants … when the days are dark she knows we are the first people she comes to.” [P3]; “… when you owe something to someone you have to pay them back thinking about the future that maybe they will have to help me on something else later.” [P5]; “… there is a lot of nepotism and corruption in community upliftment projects … the people get their friends jobs … that’s how they get ahead.” [P2]; “… I asked uMulungu (white person) for a piece job. He said he had nothing for me but I could do something for him for R50 … I felt it was very little but because I had nothing I thought I might as well accept whatever offer because I needed soap, toothpaste and we needed food at home.” [P1]; “… she is surviving by asking money from men and by sleeping with these men … I do not like that because she will teach her children what I am not doing.” [P5].

A dignity stance refers to the innate sense of pride and self worth that enabled participants to keep the indignity and dehumanising effects of poverty at bay. Poverty, shared by so many others around them, was nevertheless a private matter, something to be borne with fortitude and handled with determination.

“… I don’t exactly want to take the poverty outside of the home so I just keep working … if you didn’t get yourself employment you are a nothing, you are just a person … if you can’t go out and get a job then there is always something that you are doing with your hands to make you a somebody.” [P2]; “… the child who is poor must not look poor … when she goes to school she must have lunch packs so she does not...
A moral stance provided the cultural and spiritual value base from which participants operated, such as commitment to the family and clan ties, honouring parents, spirituality and self discipline. All five households maintained a compound belief system integrating isiXhosa tribal customs with Christianity.

Participants in the study inhabited three occupational worlds: the influence of the relational economy (rural-urban linkages) and the ‘here and now’ needs of survival, doing the tasks and activities that enable subsistence while providing care to the disabled member. Coping with the cost burden of adversity including illness and disability is supported by attending to ‘being’ concerns such as saving for a decent funeral; one that will appease the iziyanya (ancestors); by providing for ukubona (for example, paying for relatives and friends to visit the family) or by covering the costs of visiting a diviner to obtain direction for the future. In between today and tomorrow life is lived teleologically; that is, coping unfolds for particular reasons at particular localities and points in time. To ‘do’, or to be ‘occupied’, is to participate in the dynamic process of interaction between the parts (the individual occupational human) and the whole (the cosmic unity of the seen and unseen community). The individual’s inkanibo (becoming), irrespective of whether they are a disabled or non-disabled member of the household, is determined by a ‘life force’ both internal and external to themselves that dictates what needs to be done and how the doing needs to unfold.

The relational economy influences occupation

The findings suggest that cosmology was closely linked to social control in the sub-text of participants’ coping strategies. The sublime goodwill of the ancestors and neighbours could not always be assumed. Financial and personal progress and by inference what people actually did very day or felt they were able to do was constrained, on occasion, by fear of bewitchment and jealousy. Power and politics, operating as forms of jealousy, were couched in metaphysical discourses that attributed suffering and social inequalities to occult force. People coped by making sense of their deprivation and suffering as forms of benign or malevolent metaphysical influence. This perspective adds another dimension to the notions of ‘doing’, ‘being’ and ‘becoming’ described as subjective, individual self-realisation processes in the occupational science and occupational therapy literature. Distinctions between self care, work (productivity) and leisure that are used to describe occupational performance, while recognisable in form, only partially align with the way of life experienced by people subscribing to collectivist worldviews. Africans conforming to traditional belief systems tend to pay more attention to the sociocultural aspects of occupational form, that is, to relationships with ancestors (the living-dead) and others (the living) than they pay to themselves as actors engaged with occupations that can be categorised into hours spent at work, at leisure, caring for self or sleeping. Their ‘doing’, ‘being’ and ‘becoming’ is intricately shaped by the relational and subsistence economy of their lives and less so by the neoliberal drive for self actualisation.

Coping is a dubious assumption

A combined reading of Parts 1 and 2 of the article paints a sombre picture of the cost burden of psychiatric disability for chronically poor households. Despite tapping into vital social connections and using multiple occupation based survival strategies, the study households lacked a thrust powerful enough to propel them out of poverty. There was little evidence in their stories of longer term accumulation that would ensure economic advance. At best, they were managing to keep head above water in a parlous and chronically insecure state of existence. Marais argues that implicit in the discourse of coping in the context of poverty and inequality is an acceptance, an endorsement even, of the way things are. A focus on coping diverts attention away from the wretched social inequality and exploitation to which the poor and other marginalised groups are subject. Coping strategies then are not about success but about failure; they enable poor households to survive but not to transcend their circumstances.

Marais suggests that “a hallmark of the neoliberal era is the emphasis placed on the presumed pluck, grit and altruism of the poor”. Development literature routinely ‘talks up’ the resilience, perseverance and agency of marginalised people, as are “interventions that can ‘empower’ people, strengthen kinship and community safety nets and support coping strategies”...
chronically poor households are able to overcome the amputated options and foreclosed alternatives associated with their positioning on the margins of society. Underpinning this discourse is the increasing subordination of social life to market forces. “As more dimensions of life and work are ceded to the market, the responsibility for providence and calamity, for life and death, is being lodged with ever-lower-smaller units of society (and is ultimately, in the neoliberal ideal, assigned to the individual)”19,22. What this means is that the poor including people with disabilities are expected to pull themselves up by their own boot straps using their assumed unfathomed vigour, invention and coping abilities. While a vibrant civil society including disability inclusive development is a pathway out of poverty it has to proceed from rights based demands on state resources. Despite the evolution of post apartheid economic and social development policies since 1994, none of the households in the PDO study have been able to access the basic citizen rights of a decent house, running water on site, proper sanitation and electrification. Their plight has however been mediated by access to social security. The proposed re-engineering of primary health care will also create avenues for bringing mental health services closer to the coalface of intra-household relational and material economy.

Recommendations

The dynamic interaction between poverty, disability and occupation warrants intensive investigation. Considering occupation focussed practice as the core business of mental health occupational therapists, a three life world perspective introduces new challenges for identifying contextually relevant approaches. The evolving discipline of occupational science is opening up vistas of occupation as self-action and inter-action; as the relational glue between the individual and the social23. Occupation is the means through which “humans and context exist in an ongoing process of reproduction and occasional transformation, dependent on one another for their current states of existence.”24 Part 1 and Part 2 of this study confirm the applicability of this description of occupation in the context of poverty and disability. It is therefore recommended that occupational therapists concerned with alleviating the cost burden of mental ill health and psychiatric disability to poor households focus on strengthening self-action and inter-action within an occupational justice framework suited to social realities in the majority world25.

Limitations

The logistical challenges involved with gaining access to the community and people’s lives, while indicative of the realities of their circumstances, nevertheless detracted from the efficiency with which data were gathered. Cross cultural and class differences as well as language barriers between the researcher and the research participants posed methodological limitations on the type, depth and breadth of data that was gathered; the rigour of translations and transcriptions that occurred and the quality of meaning interpretations that were made. Although conceptual assertions are made about the insights gained, the findings cannot be generalised. Poverty exists across all race groups in South Africa. The findings must therefore be tempered with due recognition of bias and particularity. They pertain to individual circumstances in a particular context at a particular point in time. The research participants had a chronic psychiatric disorder linked to periodic episodes of florid psychosis. The findings are likely to be different for common mental illnesses such as anxiety and depression. The theoretical limitations of the study lay in the complexities of defining the three primary constructs under investigation. With little consensus in the literature, it is difficult to arrive at clear-cut conclusions about the dynamics between occupation, chronic poverty and psychiatric disability. These constructs are elusive in terms of definitive parameters and unfathomable in terms of scope and impact. At best their combined influence can be subjectively experienced and qualitatively described.

Conclusion

The burden of psychiatric disability on chronically poor households highlights the paradoxical interface between individual and social dynamics. Personal beliefs and cultural practices located in the relational economy simultaneously compound and alleviate the cost burden of mental illness and psychiatric disability. While poverty aggravates the precarious situation of mentally ill individuals and their households, they nevertheless mobilise financial, human and material resources for livelihood and participation in life through their daily occupations. Driven by the urgency of survival, the daily activities, tasks and roles of household members are highly fluid, gendered and subject to co-operative conflict. Structural barriers imposed by underdeveloped public mental health services combine with discursive social forces to shape the different forms of coping available to poor households, locking them into a marginalised state of existence. Occupation focussed practice that strengthens self-action and inter-action in the pursuit of citizen rights including disability inclusive development will go a long way towards alleviating the alienation and marginalisation experienced by chronically poor people.
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